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Poems about happiness

Photograph: Paul Bradbury/Getty Images (Getty Images)With the total U.S. debt bill on a steady increase each year, and now a staggering 1.5 trillion dollars, Democratic Party leaders are reportedly leading with an idea that could offer borrowers at least a partial recovery from the
sometimes ruinous burden of student debt. According to Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer, President-elect Joe Biden could award the first 50,000 dollars of each borrower's total debt through an executive order within his first 100 days in office. For many without student debt, this
sounds like a decent and moral thing. For a generation of financially troubled graduates, many of whom are taxing the country's second major economic downturn in less than fifteen years, this would undeniably be a cause for celebration. But for Damon Linker, a columnist at The Week and
a lecturer at Penn University, the news strikes a slyly negative tone. In a tweet today, Linker argues that scrubbing 50k dollars from the credit bill would annoy some borrowerwho who have had to work extra hard to pay off their own debts, as well as non-college graduates who have never
been involved in this country's spiralstudent debt crisis. Aside from being a stupid and completely unoriginal idea, Linker's sense only looks at the transformative potential of forgiveness of student loans within the limits of political playmaking. More importantly, his tweet manages to permeate
a larger conversation about life that doesn't even apply to student debt or debates on Capitol Hill: how to be happy for other people. What prevents people from being happy for others? To understand how we can be happy for others – even if we don't benefit materially or emotionally from
their success – it's probably best to understand what prevents people from showing happiness to others. In general, feelings of jealousy can tarnish your ability to feel comfortable with other people. Jealousy is often a protective strategy fueled by more vulnerable feelings such as
worthlessness or feelings of inadequacy, psychotherapist Rachel Noel wrote at a counseling forum in Good Therapy. If you are bitter or have resentment about a group of people who can be euphoric, it is likely that a bigger psychological problem is at play, such as a decreased self-esteem.
The pandemic has people exploring debt payment options they haven't considered before – like paying... Read You get out of the equation You can allow others to revel in good news by removing yourself from the equation. Many people struggle with interpreting things too personally (I
definitely do), but it is important to understand that someone else's success is usually never achieved despite someone else. As The Executive Editor of Psych Central, Sara Newman, writes, the success of others is not personal. Personally. was not done to defy you. It costs nothing to
remove your own desires from the equation and feel relief and happiness for another person. In the end, acknowledging that things are going well for other people is evidence that it's probably going to work out for you as well. As the student loan debt crisis only worsens, many borrowers
may be tempted,... Read moreConfirm you can be inspired by the success of others Even if you are jealous of the winning party, you can use this feeling as fuel for your personal fire. Dr. Kerry Schofield, co-founder and head of psychometry at Good&amp;Co., told NBC News how this can
work in practice: Instead of focusing on our lack of success, we can see our friend's performance as inspiring. If he or she has done it, we can do it – our time will come! We can be proactive and assess how and why our friend could succeed, and see if there are ways to apply this
knowledge to improve our own lives. In this sense, the idea that billions of dollars of student debt is disappearing into the ether can be seen as a precedent for more substantial reform, especially when it comes to a broader injustice in the United States. Try to be more grateful for what you
already have you are far less likely to annoy someone else's performance or success if you feel good about things in your own life, or at least realize what benefits you have. If you're someone like Leftwho Has a Good Job at an Ivy League University and a Columnist's Platform at a National
Lysed Magazine, you can try to view these circumstances as a privilege and feel grateful for them. This attitude, at least in theory, will probably help you realize that people fleeing financial oblivion are a reason to cheer. In our not-too-distant past, people focused mainly on survival. Thinking
about things like whether you have something to eat, if you were hungry or a safe sleep when you were tired were more important than thinking about the idea of happiness. And although there are still people around the world who are struggling to meet their basic needs, most of us have
the luxury of a small leisure time. We often spend at least part of it and ask ourselves if we are happy, and if not what we need to make ourselves happy. Some people think they would be really happy with themselves if they had a perfect have a powerful job, a lot of money or fame.
However, there are many well-known, wealthy, attractive people who are not happy. The opposite is also the case. Dr. Robert Biswas-Diener, who works in the field of positive psychology, interviewed a group of Maasai warriors in Kenya about their happiness. The Maasai generally do not
have the things that people in the developed world regard as fortune generators, such as material wealth. But they still overwhelmingly see themselves as That doesn't mean wealthy people can't be happy -- it just means being wealthy doesn't automatically mean happiness. The same
applies to any other attribute. Advertising So, if happiness doesn't come from what you do or what you have, where does it come from? According to Dr. Robert Holden, founder of The Happiness Project, those looking for happiness often don't know they already have [Source: CNN]. Being
happy with yourself is not so much about tracking it, but finding things you can do to help you recognize your happiness. In this article, we will explore some of these options, starting with the adoption itself. Yesterday I found my biggest score so far on a single walk: 16 whole cents! Six
pennies and a penny, scattered only on the ground, as if money fell from trees (maybe they fell from a tree? :)). I was so excited that I not only rushed home to call out my exuberance to the woman (she didn't care), but of course Also beat Instagram and Twitter to share my insights with the
world. The people there cared a little bit more, but I'll tell you, all this is 'cuz it made me just as happy as if I had found a 100 dollars or even 1,000 dollars* bill instead. Which would have been quite exciting, but not exponentially more. Knowing this about yourself can play a big role in your
finances! Whenever we consider buying things, we are usually fixated on the price, but what we are really looking for is how much joy this new thing will bring us (bills and such excluded). We're pretty good at knowing what that is, but we're not so good at looking out for the *alternatives*
that can bring just as much joy to our lives. For example: I'm just as happy... Drinking beer at home, as I am at a bar, I am just as happy... Hanging out with friends as I go into the movies I'm just as happy... I'm just as happy to drive my beat up caddy as I was my 25k SUV... wear softly used
clothes as I do new clothes I am just as happy... I'm just as happy when I start a new restaurant; I get my hair cut at home as I am in the hairdresser's shop, I'm just as happy... Watch a show on my medium-sized TV vs. my old big screen TV And even more shocking, I'm pretty much just as
happy... with a stay as I am a holiday! Does this mean that I don't still eat or buy new clothes or drink delicious beers for 10x the price? Hell no - I love doing these things too! However, if you only compare *happiness levels*, they are not so far apart. If anything. So I have more of the
free/cheap stuff and still have a sweet quality of life. Just think something while out and about this week doing your thing :) No shame to enjoy the niceties out there, but remember, there are many alternatives that do the same trick at a fraction of the cost. We are lucky to have such options!
————- PS: Here's another article I I Last year in the same direction if you want to let the juices flow: the exact amount to maximize happiness * 1,000 dollars bills actually exist! And in fact 100,000 dollars do too, although are extremely rare. Most of the larger denominations of U.S. bills
were used by banks and the federal government for large transactions between themselves and not the general public. Although the general public now owns a lot of these larger bills as collectibles (and they cost much more than face value at ;)). Jay loves talking about money, collecting
coins, breaking up hip-hop and hanging out with his three beautiful guys. All its online projects you can jmoney.biz. Thank you for reading the blog! 1 out of 50 Hoda Kotb The biggest adjustment is that I just didn't know there was so much space in a house for so much joy. I have to say it – I
didn't know I could feel like that, but I'm tired, I'm so happy! 2 out of 50 Lauryn Hill :D's strong mother doesn't tell her boy, 'Son, stay weak so the wolves can get you.' She says, 'Toughup up, this is reality we are living in.' 3 out of 50 Maya Angelou My mother is so full of joy and life. I am her
child. And that's better than being someone else's child in the world. 4 out of 50 Lisa Ling I personally have always known that I wanted to work again because I am confident, and I am sure that my daughter will have a better mother in me if I do the things that inspire me and that I am
passionate about. 5 out of 50 Beyoncé I realized why I was born and especially all that I want to pass on to my child, and the best way to do this is not to preach or say it, but to lead her by example. 6 out of 50 Milton Berle If evolution really works, how is it that mothers only have two hands?
7 out of 50 Gilbert Parker Because when a child is born, the mother is also reborn. 8 out of 50 Erich Fromm Mother's love is peace. It does not have to be purchased, it does not have to be earned. 9 out of 50 Abraham Lincoln I remember my mother's prayers and they always followed me.
They have been clinging to me all my life. 10 of 50 Peng Liyuan The first teacher of a child is her mother. 11 out of 50 Adriana Trigiani motherhood changes everything. 12 out of 50 Ricki Lake motherhood is the biggest and the hardest. 13 of 50 Leroy Brownlow's mother is the heartbeat in
the house; and without them there seems to be no heart palpitations. 14 of 50 Charley Benetto :When you look at your mother, you look for the purest love you'll ever know. 15 out of 50 Susan Gale mothers are like glue. Even if you don't see them, they still keep the family 16 of 50 James E.
Faust The influence of a mother in the lives of her children is unimaginable. 17 of 50 Jodi Picoult My mother: She is beautiful, softened at the edges and hardened with a steel spine. I want to get old be like them. 18 of 50 Elder M. Russell Ballar There is no role in life that is more essential
than that of motherhood. 19 out of 50 Gilda Radner maternity is the biggest gamble in the world. It is the glorious life force. It's huge and scary - it's an act of infinite optimism. 20 out of 50 Lisa Leslie My mother was my role model before I even knew what that word was. 21 of 50 Oliver
Wendell Holmes youth faded; Love droops; the leaves of friendship fall; The secret hope of a mother survives them all. 22 of 50 Maya Angelou My mother would write about a hurricane in its perfect power. Or the climbing, falling colors of a rainbow. 23 of 50 Kahlil Gibran The most beautiful
word on the lips of mankind is the word 'mother', and the most beautiful call is the cry 'My Mother'. 24 of 50 Agatha Christie A mother's love for her child is like nothing else in the world. She knows no law, no pity. Having 25 out of 50 Maria Shriver children – the responsibility to educate good,
friendly, ethical, responsible people – is the greatest task anyone can take on. 26 out of 50 Barbara Kingsolver Sometimes the strength of motherhood is greater than the laws of nature. 27 of 50 Rose Kennedy What greater longing and challenge is there for a mother than the hope of
raising a great son or daughter? 29 of 50 Taraji P. Henson Once you're a mom, you're always a mom. It's like cycling, you never forget that. 30 of 50 Erma Bombeck When your mother asks, 'Do you want some advice?' This is a mere formality. It doesn't matter if you answer yes or no. You'll
get it anyway. Anyway.
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